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Abstract

Objective
to present the Pain-Track, a novel framework for the description and analysis of the pain experience
based on its temporal evolution, around which intensity and other attributes of pain (texture, anatomy),
interventions and clinical symptoms can be registered. This time-series approach can provide valuable
insight on the expected evolution of the pain typically associated with different medical conditions and
on time-varying (risk) factors associated with the temporal dynamics of pain.

Results
We illustrate the use of the framework to explore hypotheses on the temporal pro�le of the pain
associated with an acute injury (bone fracture), and the magnitude of the pain burden it represents. We
also show that, by focusing on the critical dimensions of the pain experience (intensity and time), the
approach can help map different conditions to a common scale directly relating to the experiences of
those who endure them (time in pain), providing the basis for the quanti�cation of the burden of pain
in�icted upon individuals or populations. An electronic version for data entry and interpretation is also
presented.

Introduction
Given the many challenges in the direct assessment of the pain experience [1–3], several scales were
developed to evaluate its intensity as perceived by patients, often by means of self-reporting
questionnaires [4, 5]. These instruments �nd widespread use in clinical and research settings [4].
However, while greatly useful to represent the perceived intensity of pain, these scales are not designed to
capture two important elements of the pain experience: its duration and pattern of evolution. Like many
other biological phenomena, pain is a dynamic process that unfolds along a temporal dimension: it may
develop and resolve gradually or suddenly, may be brief or long standing, may be constant or episodic.
Yet such a critical component has been often assigned an accessory role in the assessment of pain.
Temporal pro�les of the pain typically associated with different injuries and diseases have been seldom
studied [6]. Consequently, the possibility to examine temporal relationships between pain and other time-
varying variables (e.g., risk factors), patterns in the development of pain and the effectiveness of
therapeutic protocols over time has also been constrained. Without considering the temporal dynamics of
pain, the assessment of the burden of pain (a function of both intensity and duration) associated with
different conditions, hence quantitative comparisons, is similarly prevented.

We present an operational framework for the description and assessment of pain as a time series, which
we refer to as Pain-Track. As the name implies, it tracks the evolution of pain intensity over time, based on
its temporal unfolding along a continuous axis, around which intensity and other attributes of pain
(texture, anatomy, clinical symptoms, interventions) can be chronologically placed. Like with other
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dynamic phenomena, the use of a time series approach can provide valuable insight and modelling
potential. In the case of a sensorial experience like pain, it can also foster the explicit representation of
hypotheses for the evolution of the pain typically associated with speci�c medical conditions. Such an
approach also opens up the possibility of quantifying the burden of pain experienced by individuals, and
populations, using a universal metric with real-world meaning: time spent at different levels of pain
intensity. We illustrate the framework to explore hypotheses on the temporal pro�le of the pain associated
with a bone fracture, and the magnitude of the burden it represents. An electronic version for data entry is
also made available. Before introducing the framework, we describe the rationale behind the use of four
reference levels of pain intensity.

Reference Levels Of Pain Intensity
We use the disruptive character of the pain experience and its effectiveness to promote adaptive
behaviors to guide the de�nition of the intensity categories. Pain is an adaptive warning message of
actual or potential danger that must be loud enough to change behavior and reduce the likelihood that
survival and reproduction are compromised [3, 7]. The greater the threat, the louder should be this signal
to ensure it will take precedence over other bids for behavioral execution, a precedence proportionate to
the importance of maintaining bodily integrity [8]. Accordingly, more unpleasant sensations should be in
general more disruptive [9]. For example, the degree of unpleasantness associated with severe lack of
food, impaired oxygen intake, and imminent dangers should be high enough to ensure that less critical
ongoing behaviors and processes are put on-hold until the threat is reduced or removed. The same
applies to endogenous threats, as changes in behavior (e.g.resting time) are an important part of a
strategy to enable healing [10]. A positive association between pain intensity and the degree of disruption
(the extent to which attention to other tasks and ongoing behaviors are affected) is thus expected. This
association is also expected from a mechanistic perspective, as higher pain intensities are likely to
interfere with the attentional processing of other tasks [11, 12] and impair the ability to attend to other
cues [13].

The four reference categories are described in Table 1. We intentionally avoid the terminology mild,
moderate and severe, as it has been used in a wide variety of contexts with different meanings. Instead,
we use terms that evoke an empathic appreciation of intensity. Since the four levels are divisions
imposed on a continuum, there is no theoretical limit to further increases in resolution. These categories
focus only on the pain experience, and are neither necessarily correlated with the extent of physical
damage or intensity of noxious stimulation [14], nor with conditions that might interfere with life quality
(e.g., limitations of functioning) [15].
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Table 1
Reference categories of pain intensity.

Category De�nition

Annoying Pain experiences are not intense enough to disrupt the routine or daily activities of
individuals, their possibility to enjoy pleasant (positive) experiences, or their ability to
conduct mentally demanding tasks that require attention. Sufferers do not think about
this sensation most of the time, and when they do they can adapt to it.

Hurtful pain experiences that most would consider disruptive of daily routine. Although not
entirely preventing individuals from functioning, their ability to do so is impaired as
the direct result of pain, and often accompanied by the desire to take painkillers or
seek treatment. Frequent complaints are often present. The possibility to enjoy
pleasant experiences is impaired, as is performance on mentally demanding tasks
[26], alertness and attention to ongoing stimuli.

Disabling Most forms of functioning or enjoyment are prevented as the direct result of pain.
Symptoms are continuously distressing. Individuals affected often substantially
reduce activity levels and refrain from moving. Pain at this level can disrupt or prevent
sleeping. Only strong analgesia can relieve it.

Excruciating Threshold of pain under which many people would choose to take their life rather
than standing the pain. This is the case, for example, of severe burning events, which
may make victims jump from buildings, or other conditions associated with suicidal
attempts by sufferers (e.g., cluster headaches). Many forms of torture have been
designed to in�ict pain at this level. Behavioral patterns can include loud screaming,
involuntary shaking and extreme restlessness.

Pain As A Time Series
The binding hub for data capture, visualization and analysis is a standardized visual framework where
pain is represented as a time series. In Fig. 1 we use it for the description of the expected temporal
evolution of the pain associated with a leg fracture. Since pain experiences can unfold over a wide range
of periods (from milliseconds to years), time segments represent different durations to ensure the
�exibility needed.

Two are the possible ways to register the evolution of pain intensity: the path (Fig. 1a) and chance
(Fig. 1b) modes. In the path mode, pain intensity levels are considered as a continuous (though not
necessarily linear) gradient from no pain to excruciating pain. Estimates of variability (eg, con�dence
intervals) can also be added. This mode is a convenient way of recording pain in the clinical setting. The
chance mode (Fig. 1b) is designed to capture (i) the temporal pro�le of pain at the population level,
considering the expected variability in pain perception in a population or (ii) situations where uncertainty
in the classi�cation of pain intensity is present, a possibility useful for assessing pain in non-verbal
subjects. Accordingly, for each time segment, intensity categories can be �lled either (i) with the
estimated proportion of the population that experiences pain at each level or (ii) with the probability that
the pain belongs to that category of intensity. If stacked cells do not add up to 100%, the remainder
percentage is attributed to a state of “no pain”. To incorporate the uncertainty in the duration of
segments, each can be represented by a con�dence interval.
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The detailed justi�cation of the estimates in Fig. 1 is provided in the Additional File 1. Brie�y, the initial
period represents the sharp, piercing pain that is often described by patients at the time of fracture [16],
when mechanosensitive nerve receptors are activated. At this time, pain is most likely of a disabling
nature (Fig. 1a), capturing nearly all the individual’s attention: sufferers are unable to perform other
activities and strong analgesia is commonly required. The chance mode (Fig. 1b) captures the possibility
that a small percentage of patients (10%), with a low pain threshold, experience excruciating pain, based
on reports that some patients beg to be sedated or have their limbs amputated [17]. Once the fracture is
aligned or stabilized, the sharpest, most intense pain is commonly replaced by a dull, sustained pain that
would last some days in the absence of analgesic treatment, coinciding with the peak of the
in�ammatory process [18]. Pain typically subsides during soft callus formation. This period usually lasts
2–4 weeks, from stabilization of the in�ammatory process until formation of the hard callus and
initiation of bone remodeling. At this stage, the expression of osteoinduction mediators at the injury site,
particularly members of the bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) family, underlie the persistent pain that
some patients report (BMP2 has been linked to some pain pathways [19], in�ammation [20] and the
release of neuroin�ammatory proteins [21]).

The structure of the Pain-Track offers a means to explore putative associations between pain patterns
and temporal variation in brain activity (eg, [6]) or other continuous parameters that may become
available [3]. It accommodates data collection processes conducted with traditional instruments and
time-indexed information, over which pain experiences can be anchored. The proposed notation has been
designed to be of easy use by clinicians, patients and researchers, and amenable to digital capture and
processing. The simplicity of this method also allows for patients to self-record pain episodes and the
evolution of their chronic conditions, which can improve the accuracy of the description compared with
later recall [22]. To facilitate the use of the framework, an electronic version was also developed, freely
available at http://pain-track.org.

The use of the Pain-track framework seems similarly promising for the description of conditions leading
to physiological discomfort (e.g. hunger, thirst) or psychological pain (e.g., anxiety, depression). The
degree to which behavior and attention to other ongoing experiences are disrupted by these experiences
can be used as a yardstick to infer the intensity of the sensation.

Quantifying The Burden Of Pain
By focusing on both critical dimensions of the pain experience (intensity and time), the Pain-Track can
help map different conditions to a common scale directly relating to the experiences of those who endure
them: time in pain.

The assessment of the time in pain requires determining the cumulative load of the painful events
experienced [23, 24], namely the sum of the time spent in pain due to the conditions examined. From the
parameters in Fig. 1b, it is possible to estimate the time in pain at each intensity level that individuals
sustaining a leg fracture are expected to endure. For example, if the �rst phase lasted precisely 60
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minutes, then 6, 42 and 12 minutes of pain at the excruciating, disabling, and hurtful levels would be
expected, respectively, during this period (e.g. 60min x 10% of the population experiencing pain at the
excruciating level = 6min). The same procedure can be conducted with all segments, and results added
up to determine the total time in pain at each level (Table 2).

Table 2
Expected average time (hours) in pain (95% con�dence interval) at each level of pain intensity due to a
leg fracture. The parameter values used for the calculation (pain intensity and duration) are depicted in
Fig. 1B. The uncertainties associated with the duration of each segment were propagated with a Monte

Carlo simulation [34], assuming a gaussian distribution for the duration interval.

  i.

Immediately
after fracture

Ii.

In�ammatory
Period

iii.

Soft callus
formation

iv. Hard

callus & bone
remodeling

Total Time in
Pain (hour)

Excruciating 0.12 (0.05–0.2)       0.12 (0.05–
0.2)

Disabling 0.87 (0.35–1.4) 45 (26–64) 100 (65–
130)

  150 (110–180)

Hurtful 0.25 (0.1–0.4) 11 (6.5–16) 170 (110–
220)

170 (130–200) 180 (130–230)

Annoying     67 (43–88) 390 (310–470) 460 (370–540)

Duration 30–120 min

(0.5-2h)

2–5 days

(32-80h)

2–4 weeks

(224-448h)

4–6 weeks

(448-672h)

 

At the population level, the expected times in pain endured by the average member of a population can be
determined as the product between the resulting times and the estimated prevalence of leg fractures in
that population. Although pain is a concept that inherently concerns individuals, analyses at the
population level enable comparing the burden of pain imposed by different injuries and diseases, and
how it differs across demographics, geographies and time.

It is easy to appreciate that reducing the time individuals spend in pain of any intensity will improve well-
being. However, to what extent can comparisons involving different levels of pain intensity be made? One
way to determine the overall burden of pain would be by aggregating pain intensities of different levels
into a single metric. Metrics rooted in this concept have been indeed used to determine the burden of
diseases, combining the time spent in the disease state with its aversiveness (disability) [25]. However, to
represent the burden of pain as a product of pain intensity and duration one must depart from the
assumption that we understand the numerical relationship among the intensity categories in terms of the
aversiveness they cause. How much worse is the hurtful experience compared to an annoying or
disabling pain? How long should an individual endure a mild pain to make it equivalent to a few minutes
of excruciating pain? Given the current lack of objective means upon which to attribute numerical
equivalences among categories, the analysis of the total time spent in each category of pain intensity
represents a more accurate and transparent approach, grounded on explicit parameters with clinical
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meaning. Importantly, by keeping intensity categories disaggregated, no information is lost. This
approach might prove to be more informative, as it enables the assessment of the impact of different
interventions along a scale of negative experiences.

Limitations
As with other scales of pain, there is no way around the problems associated with the quality of data and
biases related to the accuracy of verbal self-reports of pain. Therefore, any Pain-Track registry must be
inspected with the awareness that noise, biases and confounding factors will blur access to a realistic
depiction of the pain experience. Additionally, future research is needed to test the psychometric
properties (validity and reliability) of the Pain-Track in the clinical setting.
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Figure 1

Clinical application of the Pain-Track framework to describe the temporal evolution of the pain
associated with a leg fracture. No therapeutic intervention is assumed. Pain intensity is represented in the
vertical axis and the range of probable durations below each time segment. (a) Path mode: hypothesized
temporal evolution of pain for a patient; (b) Chance mode: time is partitioned into segments used to
delimitate intervals when pain intensity changes. Percentages can represent either (i) the percentage of
the population that feels pain at the level or (ii) the probability that the pain belongs to that category of
intensity. Here, percentages should be interpreted as in (i) (expected temporal pro�le of the pain
associated with leg fractures at the population level). For simplicity, the possibility that chronic pain
develops is not depicted. Justi�cation of the estimates of intensity and duration are provided in the
Additional File 1.
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